Bartlett Believed In Favor
Legislators Agree On Redistricting

By BILL DUNCAN
The Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce has forwarded a demand for redistricting on the initiative of Mayor John R. Bartlett. It is reported that some boundaries have been changed.

Some observers feel that the redistricting will be limited in scope. At the outset, the Chamber of Commerce leaders said they would limit it to three or four districts. However, this plan is expected to have a broad impact on the city's political landscape.

Legislators Agree On Redistricting

U.S. Probes Communist

COMMUNIST

GARDINERS, Okla. (UPI) - The U.S. Department of Justice has opened an investigation into the activities of a number of individuals suspected of being connected to the Communist Party. The investigation is part of a broader effort to combat communism in the United States.

Valuable Lesson

The Young Men's Christian Association has taught more than 2,000 Oklahoma City students how to read. In addition, a special program is being offered to enhance reading skills. The courses are free, and the schools and parents are encouraged to participate.

Recent 'War' Cited

Senator Offers Milk Price Bill

A bill to limit maximum milk and dairy products prices has been introduced by Senator Henry M. Allen. Allen said the measure is needed to protect consumers and aid the dairy industry.
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Demos Slap GOP Proposal

Model Community Finds Prep LSD Use High

Ordnance Plant Explosion Kills 11

Oklahoma Colonel Shows Anger, Then Mercy

Writer Sees Strange Battle Inside Well

Colossal Sale

WE'VE TAMED PRICES!

Crash Clearance Sale

FAST RESULTS THROUGH LOW COST READER REACHER JOURNAL WANT ADS 363 DOLLARS CALL TODAY... OR 2-3322
Finance Plan Sketched On Free Kindergartens

YMCA Making 'Real Splash'

'God Is Dead' Idea Dying?

Sooner Scandals About To Erupt

Can't Win 'Em All...

Nick Seitz

Have Another Happy Day, Mr. Carson'

Tulsa Trims Cincy, 76-57

Arnies Back In Groove

OBU Hosts Bulldogs

Rupp Gets Blistered
Dates Set For Pro Tennis Meet

Smith Nearing 1,000 Plateau

Top Seeds Win Opening Tests

Enid Duels Northwest For Second

Cardinals Ice NTU

TUCSON SCORES

FREE BREAKFAST 2 A.M.
WINDSOR LANES MARATHON
20 GAMES • OVER 40 LANES
This Sat.
START 8:30 P.M. Til?
Opening Field Limited to First 150 Brackets.
ENTRY FEE $2.00
LAST YEAR PRIZE FUND WAS $100.00
Open to Men and Women.
WINDSOR LANES MARATHON
WINDSOR, OK. 77

Phil Ford
Weather Word

Mercy Asked For Former Nazis

Sears SUPER TRED Tires
Guaranteed 36 Months

50% OFF
2nd Tire
WHITEWALLS OR BLACKWALLS!!

Sears

FOR JAILER ON GUARD

For Jailer On Guard

2nd Tire
WHITEWALLS OR BLACKWALLS!!

Sears

SAFETY HIGHWAY
18 Months Guarantee

Walter, Missouri

PHOTO BY WARD WELLS
SUPPLIES LIMITED!

This Valuable Children's Journal Certificate Entitles You To

Current Full Portfolio

Demand Early - Limited Supplies

This new portfolio includes the popular series "The Wizard of Oz," complete with original illustrations and text by L. Frank Baum. It also features "The Magic Roundabout," "The Secret Garden," "Treasure Island," and many more favorite stories. The certificate entitles you to receive a full portfolio for only $5! This is a limited supply, so order yours today.

Current Full Portfolio - $5

Visit your local newspaper stand or order by mail:

The Children's Journal

Tulcan's Burial Set For Friday

Service Set For Graham

New Gardens For City Zoo On Schedule

Plane Lands In Cemetery

Dewey Signs Farm Law

IN 60 MINUTES WE TELL YOU EXACTLY WHAT'S WRONG WITH YOUR CAR!

GOODYEAR CAR CARE CLINIC

HERE'S A HAPPY IDEA FOR TODAY!

GOODYEAR

Spreading Backfires

Teacher Gets Slugged

Plane Lands In Cemetery

Dewey Signs Farm Law
EVANS Home Furnishings
800 So. Western

Because the merchandise shown is limited in quantity and marked well below cost we feel that by 6 P.M. this evening we will be out of all four Existing stocks so to avoid confusion and any misunderstanding we are going to close our store at 6 p.m. tonight. Save 50%, 75% and more on these items.

**9 HOUR CLOSEOUT SALE**

---

**Your choice French Provincial or Early American Sofa** 9 hr only $100.00

---

**FAMOUS NAME SPANISH DINING SET WITH ROUND TABLE**

The big maroon round table with four maroon-back chairs is available. Also the green marble top dinette with four green pleather-back chairs only $100.00.

---

**SIMMONS KING SIZE SLEEP SET**

Complete king size sleep set includes 4-blk and new mattress plus two matching long pillows. Three spring mattresses, three upholstered headboards, satin-covered upholstered bedspread. Also available with oak finish. Only $100.00.

---

**BASSETT WALNUT BEDROOM SUITE**

Save well over 50%. Open today only 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

---

**FAMOUS CONTEMPORARY SOFA**

The contemporary style is by the latest furniture design. Only $100.00.

---

**EARLY AMERICAN 3PC. STUDIO SUITE**

The four-piece set includes two chairs and a coffee table. Only $147.36.

---

**CURTIS MATHEWS PORTABLE TV SETS**

- Selectable color on the portable TV. It is a complete, portable set. However, it is a TV and we will not even take it off the floor. It is not one of the new models, but it is always a good buy. Only $59.95.

---

**21 MASSIVE BERKLINE RECLINER CHAIRS**

Save over 50% today only. These recliners are available in a beautiful leather-covered recline chair. Only $36.61.

---

**OPEN TODAY ONLY 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.**

---
Zenith announces...

New big screen Zenith Rectangular Color TV Consoles at new low prices!

Brand new screen size...
big 227 square inch rectangular Color picture wrapped in the elegance of a compact fine-furniture console!

Now, you can enjoy big screen rectangular Color TV in a compact console to slim and trim it for almost anywhere. And you can enjoy Color TV's most spectacular color picture, Zenith's Sensations! Color Tube has a new rise in earth phosphor that gives you greater picture brightness and more true-to-life color.

More important, you gain a fertile Zenith Handcrafted quality throughout. Every Zenith Color chassis is custom engineered hand finished for unsurpassed dependability. zenith Console have no printed circuits. No printed circuit drawings. See the complete selection of Zenith Consoles in your nearest rectangular Color TV in compact console. New at your Zenith Dealer's.

When you buy Color TV...
why not get the best

THE HANDCRAFTED COLOR TV
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PHOTO REVIEW

Rex Hefner leads African desert war offensive in "Tahiti". The Technicolor action drama stars George Peppard, Gayle Stoddard and Nigel Green.

DEAR JOHN

Dear John,

My mother has forbidden me to wear my goggles, although I have a close relative who was a pilot in Vietnam. In the way of telling her she's wrong.

Yesterday I was photographing the bullets that were fired at us by our enemies the other day. The other bullet was shooting out our ears. Today you can see your daughter's results.

Dear John,

I don't get a kick out of getting arrested. In sports, travel, house parties. They all come out to you. Do you have any friends?

A beautiful film is coming out, and it's being shown in the theatre. Why not come in to see how you could only use your imagination for a moment.

The Wonder of Color Brought to the Motion Picture Theatre in Elegant Simplicity

A Brilliant Example Of The Use Of Color By DELUXE In Recreating The Awesome Story Of . . . . . . . the beginning.
HOLLYWOOD GADABOUT

By SHIRLAM GRAHAM

Julie London—Now the power of a singer, Julie London will have the best picture of the year, "The Man with the Golden Arm," in her 10th film role. "I'm not as famous as I was for April I start," said Mr. and the last two pictures." Remainder...Because of the continuing popularity of Julie Andrews, producer Jerry Weintraub is endeavoring to "Americanization of Emily" for its German starring "The Man with the Golden Arm." The Andrews role in this film for "Charge of the Light Brigade," in her acting. Turkey will join, and there is not much to be found, if stopped. Perhaps...Geraldine Chaplin was married last week and received a letter from her husband, Margaret Leighton and husband Michael Wilding are planning to move to New York because the last couple is more popular, working outside those same scenes. Margaret is currently filming "The Great Gatsby" in London. Afterward, they settle in New York.

NEW HOLLYWOOD SNEAK PREVIEW

TONITE AT 8 P.M. SEE YOUR VILLA'S NEXT BIG EXCITING ROCK-JIVE
Screen's Greatest Achievement Stallion ROCK HUDSON-GEORGE PEPPARD - GUY STOCKWELL-NIGEL GREEN
Villa ROMANS B6G31

Follow Me Boys!

TECHNOLOGIC

PLUS NEW DISNEY COLOR CARTOON

OPEN 8:30 A.M. 10:15 P.M.
DAN AMARING
JENNIFER JONES-MICHAEL RYAN
THE IDOL

WAS ON THE ACTION IN

JULIETTE & HARS

HUMPTY DUMPTY

The beef you buy at your Humpty this week is of the same high quality as the beef that has made Humpty famous for years. This production and product is precise, and Humpty expects to uphold its tradition offering you the finest meat available, the very top of the U.S.D.A. Choice Grade. At Humpty you can truly dine with science!
DATEBOOK

WHEN THE REFLETS GATHER (General Audiences)

WHERE THE REFLETS GATHER (General Audiences)

WINNING SHOT (Plaza Theater)

A MAN AND A WOMAN (Omaha Motion Pictures)

RAIN CHOIR (Plaza Theater)

MONKEES GO HOME! (Paramount)

BOOZER WHO CONTEST!

BY JUDY CULLEN

A bit of ambivalence

Ella Woods

This Week

I was asked to see a movie and I did.

The Monkees have become something of a phenomenon.

The Monkees are

The Monkees

The Monkees

Magicolor

PRE-SEASON PAINT SALE!

White and colors too! 20% Off

All Colors of Spryng Color

Made Especially for the Homeowner

Sunset Colors and Designs

Sunset Plus—Bedecked, double-dome cover in any size order in one coat. $1.99 gal.

Super Semi-Glow—translucent with several colors or in one color. $1.50 gal.

Patio—New flat wall paint guaranteed 5 years!

5 colors: "Changeling," "Passion," plus white. $2.65. $9.99 gal.

"Antiqued" Set—Antique finish without removing old finish. 10 colors. $6.98. Wood tone, gold grains. $5.98

Brown's Magnificent Paint Co. (Shoreview), 145 W. 4th St.

John A. Brown Co.
Part One: Color Explosion

BY—Henry Rounds, Editor

Color is rapidly becoming a religion which preachers to expel with the expansion of the television industry. A religion in a way of life. The science is altering the sophistication of color knowledge, even as a frequency of birth, mind and body.

The explosion is just beginning. With all of the major TV networks programmable in color and equipped with advanced technology, new and more complex color programs will be delivered through this new medium. Not only will color be utilized for the first time in a visual medium, but it will affect the way we see, hear, and feel.

Color can actually be made to evoke a sense of reality in the same way that music can. It can be used to create an atmosphere, to evoke emotions, to create a mood. And it can be used to communicate ideas, to tell stories, to sell products.

Gone are the days of black and white television, which were limited by technology. Now, with the advent of color television, we can see the world in a new way. We can see the color of the world.

Part Two:

Color is a universal language. Because it is a high form of communication, it is the highest order of expression and meaning.

A doctor in New York, who has been studying the effects of color on the human mind, said, "Color is a universal language. It is a way of communicating with the outside world. It is a language that everyone can understand."

He went on to say that color is a form of communication that is non-verbal, non-linguistic, and non-verbal. It is a form of communication that is a form of expression, a form of interaction, a form of connection.

In developing this color documentary, we conducted research to find the colors that were most prevalent in the world. We interviewed people from all walks of life, from every corner of the earth, and we found that color is a language that is spoken by everyone. It is a universal language.

Can increase your blood pressure and heart rate. But that’s not the case with color.

If one were to design a room for color healing, it is likely that the colors chosen would be those that are most familiar and most natural to humankind.

In the develop-

Part Three:

The act of painting and color communication are two of the most basic forms of human expression. Painters use color to create images, to evoke emotions, to tell stories. Color is an important part of the creative process.

Some painters use color to express their emotions, to tell stories, to sell products. Others use color to create images, to evoke emotions, to tell stories.

Different colors represent different emotions. Red, for example, is often associated with passion and vitality. Blue is often associated with calmness and tranquility. Yellow is often associated with happiness and optimism.

Religion

Part Seven:

Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, known as the co-founders of Apple, were the visionaries behind the early development of personal computing. They believed that technology could be used to create a better world, where people could communicate and create in new ways.

The Apple IIe, introduced in 1984, was the first personal computer that was able to be connected to a network. This allowed people to share information and ideas, which was a revolutionary concept at the time.

Apple’s success was not just due to the quality of its products, but also due to its innovative marketing strategy. The company was able to create a strong brand identity and build a loyal customer base.

The growth of the personal computing market was exponential, and Apple became a dominant player in the industry. The company continued to innovate, releasing new products and expanding its offerings.

The Apple IIe was an important milestone in the development of personal computing. It helped to pave the way for the personal computer revolution and paved the way for the technology that we use today.
Basics Of Color

Physiological-Richness (Continued from Page 10)

The Greek word for color was a matter of design as opposed to the law of lines and curves of form and balance in building. Unlike the broad cultural restrictions prescribed by public acceptance and standards, the Greeks were more free and color for beauty.

This is a reasonable explanation for the complete lack of color blight—rather than assuming the modern art form to be color sense.

To the Greek, Egyptian, Persian, Hindu and Oriental, it was always gold or silver to portray the soul. Whether it was in the city of Buddha or the eastern world, or Apollo and Alexander the Great, the symbol of color, alliance of light and balance of form extends to life. The color golden—green was still worn by the Moslem who keep the paganism in Mexico in their country and yellow was revered high because the symbol of fertility and health was usually placed next to yellow or gold in value.

The Roman and Greek civilization in beauty was influenced by the Chinese, Hindu and Egyptians. Naturally the color traditions of the oriental groups crossed the Mediterranean to the north shore to Germany.

The old gods were given new names. Black was in order, white and silver were referred to as gold or yellow. Red was sacred to Caesar and in Denmark.

A white rule symbolized purity. A red rule was sacrificial and love. A blue rule represented integrity and ambition.

As paganism died in the Western countries of the age and was replaced by Christianity, color began to lose its importance. But not entirely; for the mystic continued to assign the preservation of color traditions. This died in the Holy Cross to green, the tablets of the law had been fashioned from emerald and bright colors of violet, red, black and pink.

But the mystic for the most part lost.

The Paphian Indian priest chanted. “The morning star in the dark,” let us paint the sun over, that is the color of life.”

Color is still used in churches and societies today as a symbol of communication. The Catholic Church used color as a symbol with the vestments worn during mass. White is the symbol of light and signifies innocence and purity, joy and glory. Blue, the symbol of faith and hope, signifies charity and generous sacrifices. Green, the symbol of nature, signifies the hope of eternal life. Purple, the glory of the martyrdom, represents afflictions and penitent, as in the human passion worn as a part of the symbolism of Easter. Black is symbol of the sorrow of death and mourning of the soul.

Another survival of tradition is found in the tradition of Christmas. These red and green stop signs for danger and safety. Blue signifies purity and sincerity. Green is bright and faith. White is both and purity. Black is grief and penance.

Part Eight:

The fact that man has given color such prominence in history is indeed of psychological importance.

Color sense related to all senses. It is not just visual sense as people think. Colors mean to convey impression of mood, season, beauty, sorrow, and so forth. Yellow and orange appeal to the sense of the senses.

The fact that the color has remained the same symbolically from early times to the present is amazing.

The fact that radio waves can be made visible to the sound of color is a scientific phenomenon that can be observed in colored lights in concert halls and places of public entertainment.

History always judges a nation and its history. The passing of color symbols from generations to generation have preserved an inheritance of America’s influence on other nations is approaching. New heights in science and politics. Color could be the same, flowing from here to influence the world.

Compare the difference of red squares in Moscow with the color and brightness in Times Square, New York.

Red Square, which is really a dark grey, is almost reproduced at the other. Sensory nerve tropic is in Russia. The controlled system which provides the sensory way in the eye can be judged by the nervous system.

Red Times Square is America as seen in its bright colors and moving movements. It was produced by a system that takes the needs and rights of individuals. It seems a pity that the color red should be so minimal as describing a place where vision is reduced in Russia, red is supposed to mean beautiful.

The eye can absorb many secrets to seeing, although how the eye sees color is still a mystery. Some theories of color vision are quite mechanistic, some are a mixture and some are chemical. Confusion colors are not in the opinion of the world but rather what happens between the retina and brain.

Part Nine:

The eye spectrum much like a camera. Behind the eye is the lens which helps or flattens to stay in focus for distance and distance. The iris, pupil is in front of the lens, acts as a shutter and light control to ensure proper exposure. Behind the iris is the retina which is composed of nerves and cells, where the light forms lines in the form of centers.

From here the transmission are set in the brain by two types of photoreceptor cells which make the message. These two types are called rods (98.8% in the eye) and the cones (0.2% of the retina).

Although it is yet to be established as a fact, it is thought the rods of the retina control how intensely body vision is reduced. That is, if less than the rods can not clearly to brightness and accuracy in colored light.

The cones, located mostly in the center of the retina, control brightness, color and form and therefore are the most important.

This would explain why people have trouble seeing color in dim light and at night the inability to see color at all. Because the cone is designed to one brightness, and color, the rods would make it impossible for the cones to see light, when only the red nerves are used to see.

Current theory also holds the ability to see color with the size of the form. The larger the form the better the man can distinguish color.

The mechanism possibly another observation which is important in our understanding of color. The ability to see color is affected by the amount of light and the physical condition of the eye and the body.

For instance, the man at a red dress or living room easily by the morning when the light is excellent and the body is fresh after a right rest. The

(Continued to Page 21)
Color Communication

(Continued from Page 12)

Our choice of colors affects our personality. Warm colors are regarded as encouraging and stimulating; cool colors are associated with restfulness and quietness. Colors have an emotional effect on us, and many people believe that certain colors can influence our moods and behavior.

Part Ten:

The brightness or intensity of light affects both our physical and emotional well-being. Recent research has shown that light can influence our mood and alertness, and is an important factor in creating a healthy and productive environment.

Recently, a team of researchers conducted a study on the effects of light on sleep quality. They found that exposure to bright light before bed can disrupt the natural sleep cycle and lead to poor sleep quality. On the other hand, exposure to dim light after dinner can help to induce a feeling of sleepiness and improve sleep quality.

The color of our surroundings can also affect our mood and productivity. Studies have shown that using colors that are associated with calmness, such as blue and green, can help to reduce stress and improve focus.

Part Eleven:

Color is an important aspect of design and can be used to create a mood or atmosphere in a space. The color scheme of a room can affect the way we feel and can influence our behavior.

The choice of colors for a room can depend on the type of space and the intended use. For example, a living room may be painted in warm, inviting colors to create a cozy and relaxing atmosphere, while a home office may be painted in cool, calming colors to help with focus and productivity.

Color psychology studies have shown that certain colors can have different effects on our emotions and behavior. For example, blue is associated with calmness and tranquility, while red is associated with energy and excitement.

Incorporating these findings into your design choices can help to create a space that is both functional and aesthetically pleasing. Whether you are painting a room, choosing a color scheme for a new home, or selecting colors for a business, understanding the psychological effects of color can help you to create a space that is both visually appealing and emotionally resonant.
The secretary dressing for work... the private pilot... the farmer or rancher... or Oklahomans just naturally interested in weather—they have come to rely on KWTV's twenty-three weathercasts each week, professionally reported by KWTV's meteorologist Dave Grant and talented Lole Hall... in "Supercolor".


Put together a team of top newscasters, backed by the finest of facilities, and the result is KWTV's first-hand EYEWITNESS NEWS, accurately reported... completely covered... and brought to you four times daily at 7:30 a.m., 12:00 noon, 6:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.

KWTV Sports Director Ken Cankler covers today's broad field of sports interests with a finesse that fans appreciate, whether reporting a "pro" football trade, a thirty-foot putt, or the game-winning home run clout... at 6:15 and 10:20 p.m.
GAYLON STACY SHOW
Here is lively daytime entertainment, in "Superolor", Mondays through Fridays at 1:00 p.m. A relaxing half hour with interesting interviews... and fascinating guests... artfully blended with the musical magic of Organist Wally Brown.

FARM AND MARKET NEWS
Farm Directors Bill Hare and Wayne Liles offer the latest farm, ranch and market reports three times each weekday, plus the special KWTX Saturday Farm Show.

COLOR EXPLOSION
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and science provided better living for until now, the fabric color is almost as durable as the fiber.

The revolution in home decor has just begun. Once the American family accepted the natural response to living color and fiber through the effects of colored fiber. The revolution has begun in the home. The fabric of water where once the universe was the color of the sea. Spring is the most beautiful season of the year and it is the most colorful. It is the happiest. This should be the color of a house, not black but bright brush of water.

Color works on people in the same way. As a child we learn to associate our emotions with color. We learn the associations of growth with yellow and green, with joy and happiness. We automatically assign the proper response to the specific situation in which the color was used.

In general, however, there are some broad rules which apply to most people. Again, it should be emphasized that too much or too little color can vary the situation.

Warm colors (red to orange) appeal to energetic people, who are alerting by nature. Cool colors appeal to people who are more quiet and are more introverted.

The warm emotional spectral covers not only produce exciting effects continuously but physically and psychologically as well. These meanings are in part due to the red of the center of the brain which increases body temperature. These meanings are to the orange and yellow, and which increases body heat. The cool colors are in part due to the blue, which decreases body heat, and the cold colors are in part due to the blue, which decreases body temperature.

Color seems to differ as people make-up. Whites, black, or brown, a reddish-brown, causes the warm exciting colors to the predominant responses of children, excitement, the bright warm colors, and the warm colors, which are higher in energy than the cool colors, which are lower in energy.

Therefore, emotionally supportive persons will favor friendly to less exciting emotional responses. The cold colors are in part due to the blue, which decreases body heat. The cool colors are in part due to the blue, which decreases body heat. The cool colors are in part due to the blue, which decreases body heat.

The strongest colors with color and light. Black has strong color relationships with the strongest colors. Black has a low degree in the rejection of color will be negative with the person looking at the gray world of no excitement. Black-
Color Explosion

(Continued From Page 10)

Movie makers are turning to entertainment field and using the melodic sound of music and music from eye thrillers to love scenes. Much to the delight of the viewer.

Entertainment is totally a psychological effect. Movies are becoming more spectacular. Theaters are achieving the same kind of excitement and presentation to the benefit of the patron.

The Continental Theaters were pioneered in Oklahoma City. Their projecting was built as a major advance in motion picture. It is the Continental Theater of the world. Part of the world without the piping musical sound of popular music to cheer one with the music and sounds of the screen.

A new era in dancing is springing up called psycho-drama. It combines sound lighting with natural sound and surrounding stage movements.

Part Fourteen

How many times have you heard, "It's no game, he must be real sick." Again the correctness color taking back and clear without a word. Tongue color. body low, grey hair, combined with usual color to hold a story when how make the cosmic companion rich.

Nobody works to back sick. How much with music and lighting the beauty color is light on the red spectrum. The film the time will render your story every item which the color of red lighting hasn't advanced as a rule yet.

The new medical science of "Therapeutic" can be used by buyers. Both exactly what part of the body to use that body heat energy to a color sensor machine.

The machine color of healthy organs has been tested. The healthy color then can be compared with a picture of your bodies to determine your organ health.

Its success in finding cancer is beyond question and has been proven in case after case.

"The energy of heat detection has become highly sophisticated," Dr. L. W. Jones says. He is seeking ways to improve its heat detection to utilize the heat of dead plants. This sensor simultaneously describes what plants are dead and what plants are alive. The dead below the earth, the live radiate a color heat signature. A reaction may be made in the ground can be detected in the same manner.

The colors that can see at night are mostly excited with a different channel light patterns on the color spectrum.

(Continued Page 20)

Conclusion...
The Future

A different world is sure to come as science develops the energy which is light and the use of the spectrum.

One large company (Westinghouse) has already developed color lights which will automatically turn off when youWhen you are in a room of the house. Your body energy will turn it on.

Saturday you will play out with light according to your desired needs with a flick of the switch. Or perhaps Westinghouse will make it sooner to the point it will read your energy and color the room accordingly.

This coming era is now being brought in environmental lighting. It makes accommodating your entire living environment to suit your needs. In other words, each person will produce an individual world of their own.

It is known each person has their own electromagnetic field. This is called energy light color which the body radiates. When it will always be the color and this changes your color. It might be assumed that your negative and positive cells make up in out of balance which in turn causes the illness.

The atomic bomb is based on the theory of advanced negative and positive charges. The relativity bomb built on the same theory is more powerful and sophisticated than the atom bomb. It was being bigger. The atomic bomb of the health of its explosion is a bright yellow color.

Perhaps it is significant that the Buddha's third world "nips with," and God said, "Let there be light and there was light, and God saw that the light was good."
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Color co-ordinated Inks by CEB Printing ink co.

For Quality Color Inks For Process Color Printing. Nothing . . . . . No, Nothing Can Equal CEB Offset Color Inks And At A Price You Will Be Amazed.
Color In Business

By DAVID T. YER

Advertising...
...can...
SPORTS ON TV

SATURDAY, FEB. 18
1:00 P.M., CHANNEL 4 - BIG 8 BASKETBALL - This week's action is between Kansas and Oklahoma, with the winner moving up in the conference race.

Singles

1. Larry Gray - Money Maker - R & B Victor
2. My Cup Runneth Over - Les Green - RCA Victor
3. I'm Under You - Artie Fields - Columbia
4. Going to Town - The Bluebells - Capitol
5. Midnight Hour - Rick & Doodles - Phillips
6. Hollywood - Rick & Doodles - Phillips
7. Green Eyes - Billie Holiday - Bluebird
8. Gee Baby Doll - The Clovers - Mercury
9. When My Baby's Gone - Sunnyside - A & M
10. You're the One - Big Four - handsome
11. Don't Let Me Be Lonely - Big Four - handsome
12. Indescribably - Gubby - handsome
13. Love Is Here and You're Gone - The Four Freshmen - handsome
14. Trumpeter - The Modernaires - handsome
15. Feeling Good - The Modernaires - handsome

Albums

1. More of the Modernaires - The Modernaires - Columbia
2. The Modernaires - The Modernaires - Columbia
3. S.O.S. - The Modernaires - handsome
4. Dr. D. - The Modernaires - handsome
5. Spirit of '67 - The Modernaires - handsome

MOVIES ON TV THIS WEEK

SATURDAY, FEB. 18
1:00 P.M., CHANNEL 1 - COLUMBIA - HOLIDAY ON ICE

TEEN HOPS


TV MAIL BAG

TV MAIL BAG

HUNTING A GOOD BARGAIN?

You'll never find better bargains than these in The Oklahoma Journal.

Upholstery Sale

Attractive prices on a wide selection of quality upholstered furniture. Prices range from $19 to $199.99. Call 454-3030 for more information.

Washers - Cleaners - Steam Cleaners - Dryers

17 Years Experience - BUDGET UPHOLSTERER (1948) - 1948

Specials:

- SOFA & CHAIR FOR $119
- RUG CLEANER FOR $39
- CARPET STRETCHER FOR $59
- OUTFRAME & OUTFRAME FOR $59
- UPHOLSTERER FOR $59

Come see us, it's a saving of $56. We have a complete line of upholstered furniture. Call 454-3030 for more information.
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Children's Specials

Sunday, Feb. 9
KOKO TV

10-11 p.m. Sunday Special
- THE CHILDREN'S SHOW
- "THE THREE STOOGES"
- "THE LONE RANGER"
- "THE BEANSTALK"
- "THE LITTLE RASCALS"
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Sears ROSE SALE

Fill Your Landscape with The Enchanting Beauty of America’s Favorite Flower

SEARS 69c
GRADED ROSES
ALL COLORS

47c


Our Best
#1 Quality
Regular & 1/4
Roses

99c
Each

Select Patent Varieties

250

to

4

Lucky Lady, Bewitched Granda,
Tropicana, American Heritage,
King’s Random, Sunset Silver, Hawaii,
Chicago Peace, Tiffany, Aloha,
Gay Princess, Rosea Holiday,
New Yorker, Pink Peace, Garden,
Queen Elizabeth.

Regular 99c
# 1 1/2 Quality
Roses

77c
Each

Field grown roses. Your
favorite varieties and colors.

CHARGE IT
on Sears Revolving Charge

Garden Shop Needs for Every Garden

Post Moss, Big
50-lb. Bag Regular 1.19.............99c

Cattle or Sheep
Manure, 50-lb. Bag Regular 1.29...99c

Fruit Trees

Flowering Shrub, Althea, Crepe,
Myrtle, Quince, Forsythia and others...
Shade & Ornamental Trees, Mimosa,
Silver Maple, Lombardy Poplar,
Dogwood, Sycamore & Flowering Peach.

1 29

2 98

Shop Friday & Saturday 9:30 'til 9!

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Sears, Roebuck and Co.